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CLCKR Announces a new range to add to its line-up of phone cases and stands 
The stylish new designs include Carbon Fibre, Perforated, Studio and Saffiano finishes 

 
 
For immediate release: 15th June 2020, London, United Kingdom - CLCKR, the mobile phone 
accessory company, announced today a new range of designs to add to their line-up of 
phone cases and stands, including Studio (clear), Carbon Fibre effect, Perforated and 
Saffiano finishes in a range of colours. The products are available to order from 
https://www.clckr.com/uk/clckr-case 
 
The brand-new range includes phone cases with an in-built CLCKR stand and grip are 
available for iPhone 11, iPhone 11 Pro Max and iPhone 11 Pro, as well as a universal CLCKR 
stand and grip that fixes directly to the device. All the cases are drop tested up to 2.2m and 
are compatible with QI certified wireless chargers. 
 
Protect Your Phone in Style  
 
Available in two colours, Black and Navy Blue, the phone cases or universal stands are 
available in a choice of four materials: 
Carbon Fibre - A stylish and modern effect which also gives extra grip and protection for 
your device. Priced at £34.99 
Saffiano - Made using a PU Saffiano material, the crosshatch effect gives this case a sleek, 
smart and classy feel. Priced at £29.99 
Perforated - Boasting circular perforations give the perfect mix of edgy and sporty and is 
ideal for everyday use. Priced at £34.99 
Studio - The clear design of the case allows you to show off the colour of your device whilst 
the CLCKR is made from a soft PU material for comfort when using. Priced at £24.99 
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CLCKR: The accessory you didn’t know you needed  
 
CLCKR is a gadget designed for those who love to live a life of convenience. The universal 
stand or CLCKR stand cases allow you to watch your favourite TV show or series, hands free, 
in portrait or landscape mode. You can video call your family and friends or turn your phone 
into a home office companion.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
“We’ve designed CLCKR to be a truly universal accessory which can allow anyone to get the 
most from their mobile device,” said Chief Marketing Officer and Managing Direct of CLCKR 
Phil Mullholland.” We’re pleased to announce our four newest designs which are 
sophisticated, stylish, and robust, complying with military drop test specifications to protect 
your device while effortlessly making everyday tasks easier.” 
 
 

ENDS 

About CLCKR 

CLCKR is a patented universal and multi-functional mobile phone stand grip, enabling multiple 
viewing positions for people who love to consume or create content and stay in touch – whether at 
home or on-the-go. 

CLCKR is available as the Universal CLCKR – a stand and grip which is easy to apply using 3M™ 
adhesive that does not leave residue – or incorporated into the design of phone cases for a variety of 
phone models and sizes. CLCKR’s grip enables a firmer hold and safer use of your device and its 
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stylish and ultra-strong design is compatible with most wireless chargers. There are numerous uses 
for CLCKR, positioning your mobile phone in portrait, landscape or conference call mode. 

CLCKR stands by you - to stay connected with other people, watch videos or create content. 

Learn more at: https://www.clckr.com/uk 
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